
Americans use 500 million straws daily!

The world uses (1) million plastic 
bags every minute! 

Annually we produce 300 million tons of plastic from fossil fuels

By 2050 scientists predict more
there will be more plastic in the 
ocean than fish!

Tens of thousands of whales, 
birds, seals and turtles are 

killed every year from plastic 
bag litter in the marine 

environment.

Micro-plastics can be found in 33% of shell fish and 25% of fish.

83% of tap water samples were 
contaminated with plastic fibers

1 million plastic bottles are purchased worldwide every minute                                 
and reach more than half a trillion by the end of 2020

All  statistics based on pre-Covid numbers





Our Mission
Rethinking Plastic is a group of individuals making strides to 
support sustainability in current times of convenience. It is 

imperative that we find alternatives for single-use plastics in 
the food industry. Our aim is to research, educate and 
collaborate. As depicted in our logo, we strive to help 

individuals and restaurants become
BadFive Free!

Our Vision
We know that plastics have their place in our world and that this 
substance has unique and valuable properties that can save and 

change lives. We want their use not to be taken lightly but instead 
to be thought through from cradle to grave. This awakening is 
happening everywhere and Rethinking Plastic aims to connect 

with others in this effort to bring a significant and urgent problem 
under control.



WE ALL SHOULD BE



Recycling Is Not Enough!



Social Media



Composting Experiments !



Biodegradable vs. Compostable = CONFUSING! 

• Compostables break down BUT only in the right 
environment.

• Ultimately, everything is biodegradable, whether it 
happens in one year or 1000 years.

• Biodegradable’s are not necessarily required to 
meet any specific industry standards or regulation. 
It will break down but it’s not necessarily organic 
materials.



Those “paper” cups !



Some Plastics are Necessary



Community Outreach







Citizen Field Trips !

Waste Pro Sarasota






Field Trip with SSA & S !

When you throw something “away”
this is where it goes.

Manatee County Landfill



Building a Coalition .…

*Sierra Club          *Suncoast RAP         *Project DIP              *350 South Florida

*USF               *Plastic Reduction Coalition                     *Clean Water Warriors

*Precious Plastic         *Reith Energy and Environmental Development

*Suncoast Climate Justice Coalition   *Plastic Free Miami      *Environment FL

*Sustainable Tallahassee   *Plastic Pollution Coalition    *Plastic Free Keys

*Captains for Clean Water                   *Jacksonville Beaches Go Green

*Sarasota Environmental Caucus   *Zero Waste Gainesville *Environment FL

*Florida Wildlife Federation     *Longboat Key Turtle Watch        *Reef Relief



Working with…

*City of Sarasota Commission

*City of Venice Commission

*City of Northport Commission

*Cities, Towns & Municipalities across Florida to reverse pre-emption



Preemption 
To “pre-empt” local authority, in favor of a statewide law

Currently 43 states ban local efforts to regulate firearms or 
ammunition. 

15 states prohibit communities from banning plastic bags and 
other plastic “wrappings” as well as polystyrene.

According to the LSSC report, 35 preemption laws were 
introduced in Tallahassee this year, while Austin, Texas saw 62.





BADFive Free Program
• Ultimate Goal – Educate, Recognize and Promote

• Restaurants Pledge to be “Rethinking Plastic” with a goal to be BFF

• Starfish Recognition – Start with Two BFF Items

• RP support
• BFF Signage
• Downloadable Templates for table tents, coasters, etc.
• Updates on new alternatives, questions
• Social Media and RP web presence



Best Practices When Dining or Ordering Takeout #BFF
• Restaurant Leftovers  - Request aluminum 

foil or bring your own food container

• Say “NO” to plastic cups, lids and especially 
straws

• Bring your own water container and coffee cup 
or

• If you purchase beverages, look for aluminum 
or glass

• Say “NO” to plastic utensils  - bring your own

• Share your views on your restaurant visit with 
Trip advisor, Yelp, Facebook, etc.



In 2020 the fight got harder….



Landfilling

Incineration

Recycling

*EPR – Extended Producer Responsibility

How Do We Deal With Our Waste ?



Landfills



Recycling is NOT Enough



Incineration
Combustion or burning of waste in a controlled way, in order to 
decompose it or convert it to a useful substance.

Gasification
A process that transforms a carbon-based material, such as MSW or 
biomass, into other forms of energy without actually burning it. 
Instead, gasification converts the solid and liquid waste materials 
into a gas through a chemical reaction.

Pyrolysis
The thermal decomposition of materials at elevated temperatures in 
an inert atmosphere. It involves a change of chemical composition.



Extended Producer Responsibility is a policy approach under 
which producers are given a significant responsibility – financial 

and/or physical – for the treatment or disposal of post-consumer 
products.

EPR
Extended Producer Responsibility



EPR Could Help

Clockwise:
Coffee Bags
Soap & Cleaner Pumps
Polystyrene
Lightbulbs and 
Christmas Lights



Extended Producer Responsibility programs have existed around 
the world for decades and have successfully increased collection, 
recycling and reuse for the products they cover. 

For the most part these programs regulate hazardous, hard-to-
dispose-of products such as batteries, paint, mercury thermostats, 
carpet, pesticides, tires and pharmaceuticals. Dozens of states 
already have programs in place for these items.



• The EU and other countries have already adopted EPR 
requirements to include labeling, recycled content, ban on 
polystyrene products, etc.

• California considering bills with dramatic reduction of single-use 
plastics by 2030.

• Similar measures being debated in CT, MA, RI and Washington 
State

EPR Progress Around the Globe



US State EPR Laws



“Everyone in America—regardless of the color of their skin, where 
they live, or how wealthy their community is—should be able to 
take a breath or pour a glass of water without ingesting dangerous 
chemicals and microscopic plastics. Nobody wants to go to the 
beach and see mountains of single-use plastic waste. And plastic 
production is a major driver of pollution accelerating the climate 
crisis that has already claimed lives and livelihoods in every corner 
of our country. America was creative enough to invent a million 
uses for plastic, and now we have to use that creativity to clean up 
our act and design better alternatives. Our kids’ health and futures 
depend on America tackling this urgent problem.”

Senator Jeff Merkley - Oregon

There is HOPE for 2021



H.R. 5845 and S.3263  (2020)

The bill makes certain producers of products (e.g., packaging, paper, 
single-use products, beverage containers, or food service products) 

fiscally responsible for collecting, managing, and recycling or 
composting the products after consumer use. In addition, the bill 

establishes (1) minimum percentages of products that must be reused, 
recycled, or composted; and (2) an increasing percentage of recycled 

content that must be contained in beverage containers.

Break Free from Plastic Pollution Act
BFPPA

Introduced in 2020 by New Mexico Senator Udall and Representative Lowenthall from California



• Require Product producers to Take Responsibility for Collecting and Recycling 
Materials

• Require Nationwide Beverage Container Refunds

• Source Reduction and Phase-Out Certain Polluting Products

• Carryout Bag Fee

• Minimum Recycled Content Requirement

• Recycling and Composting

• Plastic Tobacco Filters, Electronic Cigarettes and Derelict Fishing Gear

• Prevent Plastic Waste from Being Shipped to Developing Countries that Cannot 
Manage It

• Protect Existing State Action

• Temporary Pause on New Plastic Facilities

BFPPA



#PlasticFreePresident

1. Use the purchasing power of the federal government to eliminate single-use plastic items 
and replace them with reusable products.

2. Suspend and deny permits for new or expanded plastic production facilities, associated 
infrastructure projects, and exports.

3. Make corporate polluters pay and reject false solutions.

4. Advance environmental justice in petrochemical corridors.



#PlasticFreePresident

5. Update existing federal regulations using the best available science and technology to 
curtail pollution from plastic facilities.

6. Stop subsidizing plastic producers. 7. Join international efforts to address the global 
plastic pollution crisis through new and strengthened multilateral agreements.

8. Reduce and mitigate the impacts of abandoned, discarded and lost fishing gear.



Continuing to Rethink Plastic…
Bigger than the BADFive

• Find and Add Your Local & State Legislatures to Your Contact Lists
www.myreps.datamade.us

• Read up on this Issue and What You Can Do
See Zoom Chat for Links

• Go to This Site and Sign This Petition
https://www.plasticfreepresident.org/

http://www.myreps.datamade.us/
https://www.plasticfreepresident.org/


Continuing to Rethink Plastic…
Bigger than the BADFive

Go to our website to get on our mailing list for updates!

Upcoming Zoom Meeting in February about EPR and the Break Free 
from Plastic Pollution Act with Representatives from PSI 
(Product Stewardship International)



www.rethinkingplastic.org VISIT OUR WEBSITE AND JOIN OUR MAILING LIST !

Instagram:  rethinkingplasticusa Facebook:  rethinkingplasticusa

http://www.rethinkingplastic.org/


Q & A



Best Practices – In Addition to BFF
• Bring Your Own Bags to the Store
• Keep a Small, Foldable Bag in Your Purse or Backpack
• Purchase your Detergents in Cardboard, not Plastic
• Purchase your Eggs in Cardboard or Boxed, not Plastic
• Purchase Uncut and Unwrapped Fruits and Veggies
• Shop Naked for Your Produce – Do you REALLY Need that Plastic 

Bag?
• Utilize Bulk Food Stores and Bring Your Own Reusable 

Containers – Check on their policies before you go!



Best Practices – In Addition to BFF
• Store your Home Leftovers and Food in Reusable Containers

• Stay clear of Ziplock Plastic Bags and Plastic Wrap as much as 
you can

• Use Cloth/Beeswax Covers for Wrapping Food

• Buy your TP in Bulk or Wrapped in Paper

• Use Baking Soda or Toothpaste Tabs Instead of a Tube

• Use Bar Shampoo and Hair Products instead of something in a 
Plastic Bottle
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